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Savor a world of flavor and aroma.

DRIP COFFEE MAKERS
KF7000BK | KF7150BK

Just like the perfect brew, quality lies in the details.  
Braun’s BrewSense Drip Coffee Makers blend thoughtful 
design and reliability to bring you rich, bold coffee in the 
comfort of your home. The moment the rich aroma of 
freshly ground, brewed coffee fills the kitchen, you know 
you're going to have a satisfying cup of savory goodness.



1. SATISFACTION IN  EVERY CUP
With Braun’s innovative PureFlavor system, 
your coffee is made at the right temperature 
and the right brewing time to extract the 
best coffee flavor and aroma.

4. WAKE UP TO A FRESH POT
Reliable clock with a fully automatic 24-hour 
programmable timer means your much-needed 
first cup of coffee will be waiting for you when 
you want it.

Savor a world of 
flavor and aroma.

5. EASY OPERATION
The digital control panel buttons are displayed 
in the same way you read – from left to right.

6. SMALL IN SIZE, BIG IN FLAVOR
The streamlined design and fully enclosed 
carafe help minimize wasted space  
while maximizing your coffee experience.  
The condensation drip tray ensures the  
water stays where it belongs – inside the 
coffee maker.

2. KEEP THE FLAVOR INSIDE
The unique carafe lid seals in the fresh flavor 
by minimizing air exposure and the anti-drip 
system lets you pour with precision – any time 
during the brewing cycle.

3. CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Regular or bold, the strength function*  
allows you to personalize each pot, just  
the way you like it.

*Not available on the KF7000BK model.

DRIP COFFEE MAKERS
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KF7000BK KF7150BK

Display Backlit LCD Large Backlit LCD

Body Plastic Stainless Steel/Plastic

PureFlavor Brewing System 4 4

Adjustable Strength Settings – Regular/Bold

Keep Warm Settings – Low/Medium/High

Internal Water Level Indicator 4 4

24-Hour Programmable Timer 4 4

Self Clean 4 4

1-4 Cup Setting 4 4

Auto On/Off 4 4

12-Cup FlavorCarafe 4 4

Anti-Drip System 4 4

Permanent Gold-Tone Cone Filter 
and Charcoal Water Filter 

4 4

Removable Cone-Shaped Filter Basket 4 4

Coffee Measuring Scoop 4 4

Our years of brewing knowledge, attention to detail and unique 
PureFlavor system help bring out the nuances of flavor that 
make for a satisfying coffee experience. And, with a sleek, 
modern design, Braun BrewSense Drip Coffee Makers look 
beautiful in your kitchen. Discover rich, bold, fresh-brewed 
coffee every day, with Braun. 

Savor a world of 
flavor and aroma.
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BrewSense

PureMix

Multiquick™ 7

Multiquick™ 5


